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Introduction
In 2019 Vibrant Hawaiʻi held a series of gatherings around the island with one simple
question, "What is your vision of a vibrant Hawaiʻi"?
We asked opio, makua, and kupuna from every district of our island. We asked people
representing government, business, philanthropy, social services, education, and faith
leaders. One word emerged more than any other - access. Access to meaningful, good
paying jobs, access to lifelong learning opportunities, access to a spectrum of housing
options, and access to healthcare.
This brief focuses on access to healthcare that is impeded by the physician shortage on
Hawaiʻi Island which rose from 230 to 287 over the past year.
Vibrant Hawaiʻi continues to convene multi-sector stakeholders to transform good intention
and ideas into good practice that takes the burden of the solution "off the shoulders of one
and places it squarely on the shoulders of everyone" who has a concern about an issue can
identify ways to contribute their assets (human, social, natural, and financial capital) towards
the solution.
To do this, Vibrant Hawaiʻi utilizes an Asset Based Community Development (ABCD) model
which approaches complex problems with 3-simple questions:
What can we do on our own?
What can we do with a little help?
What canʻt we do (what is beyond our ability to directly change or fix)?
On February 25, 2021, Vibrant Hawaiʻi convened a small group of stakeholders that have
been implementing strategies to address the physician shortage. We asked these
stakeholders 2 questions:
What do you understand about the problem that you wish other "problem solvers" also
understood?
What insight do you have about the/a solution?
We hope this brief serves as a springboard for future conversations that lead to a broader
awareness of existing initiatives to support, open doors to opportunities for initiatives to
collaborate and amplify impact, empower our community members to be a part of the
solution, and provide government leaders and policy makers with specific ways to contribute
to solutions.

Q1 Summary

What do you understand about the problem that you wish other problem solvers
also understood?

It doesn’t make financial sense to practice here.

Cost of living | Financial challenges | Challenging reimbursement and fee structures |
New physicians didn’t have mechanism to catch up on with disparate fee structure |
We need differential for Medicare but we need to look at the bigger picture

Opportunity might bring them here, but connection and belonging makes
them stay.

Physicians are leaving to rejoin family on mainland | Culture is harder to break into |
Outreach from the community would be helpful | Integrating is difficult when you are not
experienced in the local culture | Connection to community; are you giving them the tools? |
Need to connect incoming residents to hobbies, sports, activities—get acclimated |
Support network; connection to community to help at personal level—feeling of being able
to sustain in the community | Finding ways to promote what is there for them in their personal
lives

It’s complex

Unable to spend quality time with patients who have complex problems; “that’s not why we
got into medicine” | Rural health issues/disparities | Residents are not prepared for the
complexities of the rural communities | Patient acuity is high | Need to address health
disparities at the population level | More than salary; it’s population issues | Health disparities
and lack of maintenance care makes our patient panel very difficult so leads to quicker
burnout/stress

The system makes it harder than it needs to be

Too much administrative burden, meeting quality measures | Having an established support
system in place to prevent burnout | Admin burden is a big piece—not sustainable or viable,
high staff turnover | Less admin support here. Burnt out spending lots of time in the office.
Was bad before COVID and it's worse now.

We need to grow our own

Connecting with the community and raising our own | Need to support the ones who are
homegrown rather than relying on coming from mainland or elsewhere | Building STEM early
in the educational careers | The most likely candidates to come back are the ones who were
born and raised here | Last class JABSOM had zero kids from Hawaiʻi Island | Disparity
between the resources at our schools
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Q2 Summary

What insight do you have about the/a solution?

(Hyperlinks to resources embedded into the responses below)
HEALTH CAREER PIPELINE
K-12
AHEC Pre Health Career Corps (K-12). Bulk of Pre Health Career is at high
school level through the DOE Health Services Career Pathway. Currently there
are 1,500 Hawaiʻi Island students enrolled in the Pre Health Career Corp and
receive a monthly newsletter with activities.
Undergrad Programs
UH Hilo Student Organizations:
HOSA - Future Health Professionals (Hui Kahu Mālama assists students with
with MCAT prep textbooks, suture kits, med school applications, and
interview preparation)
American Medical Student Association (HMC Foundation supports with
travel for national conferences)
Graduate Programs
Physicians Assistants program in West Hawaiʻi
AHEC Scholars 2-year program through HMCF
Nursing Program to include DNP at UH Hilo
Post-Graduate/Residency Programs
Rural health elective in internal medicine
Area Health Education Center: Rural training track
Hawaiʻi Island Family Residency
Aliʻi Health has pursued an affiliation agreement with JABSOM to encourage
residents (medical school graduates) to do rotations at their clinic
Maikaʻi Health: Academic Health Center. Clinic will not only provide a place for
physicians to practice, but also provide quality care to address chronic
disease
Loan Repayment Programs
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What We Can Do
On Our Own
How can all community members of Hawaiʻi Island contribute to solving the
physician shortage?

1

Grow Our Own

"The most likely candidates to come back are the ones who were born and raised
here". Parents and grandparents can introduce their children and grandchildren to
health career options, teachers and counselors can connect their students Hilo
Medical Center Foundation's Pre Health Career Corps, and we can all support
schools (especially rural schools) by purchasing and donating equipment for
health career exploration.

2

Decrease Acuity

Simply put, our providers are burning out because almost every patient comes in
with multiple, chronic, and/or complex problems. Our community can help by
encouraging family and friends to address healthcare concerns early and make
healthy choices, employers can change their workplace culture so folks don't feel
guilty or fear losing hours because they need to request time off to see a doctor,
and philanthropy can support social service programs that focus on prevention
and early detection of health concerns.

3

Providers Are People Too

Recruitment strategies need to appeal to the whole person - and their family. This
includes meaningful work for their partners, schools where their children make
friends, and opportunities for the whole family to connect with community, enjoy
hobbies, and develop a sense of belonging to Hawaiʻi Island. We all play a part in
reaching out as friends, coworkers, classmates, and neighbors.
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What We Can Do
Together
What we can achieve if residents and institutions work together

1

Increase the acceptance rate of Hawaiʻi Island students
into JABSOM.
Advocate for designation for neighbor island seats
Advocate for ʻImi Hoʻola seats
Partner with schools on Oʻahu with a high acceptance rate to learn how they
are preparing students for testing and interview

2

Advocate for a JABSOM Satellite Campus on Hawaiʻi Island

3

Participate in the Comprehensive Needs Analysis

Community First, Hilo Medical Center Foundation, the County of Hawaiʻi, HMSA,
and the Office of Primary Care and Rural Health are conducting a multi-phase
assessment of our community's access to on-island services for behavioral health,
oral health, primary care, and medical specialists.
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What We Need
Government To Do
Policy Recommendation 1
Review and update the compensation and reimbursement structure to ensure fair
and equitable reimbursement across all physicians regardless of the number of
patients in their panel and longevity of practice.

Policy Recommendation 2
Allocate monies for grants to support communities initiatives, projects and DOE
pathway programs to build the pipeline.

Policy Recommendation 3
More money budgeted for each County (especially rural counties) to address
healthcare (early prevention and detection): Department of Health

Policy Recommendation 4
GE Tax Exemption for Physicians. Sample language can be found here.
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Resources and
Contact Information
Area Health Education Center https://www.ahec.hawaii.edu/
JABSOM Physician Shortage Report. January 2, 2021 https://jabsom.hawaii.edu/report-findshawai%CA%BBi-physician-shortage-exacerbated-by-the-pandemic/
The Perfect Storm 2021 Hawaiʻi Physician Shortage https://www.hawaiipublicradio.org/post/bigislands-doctor-shortage-could-grow-72-percent-2030#stream/0
2018 Hawaiʻi Community Health Needs Assessment
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5476c58ce4b0f2ef39513777/t/5c359cd14d7a9c3e50bac
02f/1547017489758/2018-HAWAII-CHNA.pdf
Aliʻi Health Center
aliihealthcenter.com
Carmen Wagner: cwagner@aliihealth.com
Community Action Network
communityfirsthawaii.org/community-action-network
Darryl Oliveira: oliveiradarryl@gmail.com
Community First
communityfirsthawaii.org
Kim Kobayashi: kkobayashi@communityfirsthawaii.org
Hilo Medical Center Foundation
hilomedicalcenterfoundation.org
Lisa Rantz: lrantz@hhsc.org
Hui Kahu Mālama
huikahumalama.org
Dr. Sydney Tatusno: sydtatsuno@gmail.com
Maikaʻi Health
maikaihealth.org
Misty Pacheco: mistyp@hawaii.edu
Pre Health Career Corps
hilomedicalcenterfoundation.org/projects/pre-health-career-corps
JD Domizio: jdomizio1@gmail.com
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